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My invention relates to structural clay products and 
more particularly to a veneer material for creating a 
brick-like finish on a wall surface or the like. 
The building of a brick or masonry wall is one of the 

more expensive aspects in construction costs. This is 
true beca-use of the relative slowness in constructing such 
a wall from small brick elements, the high degree oí 
skill required by the craftsman who builds the wall, and 
the diiîiculty in handling and moving the brick and mortar 
on a construction job. 

Therefore, the principal object of my invention is to 
provide brick veneer construction material which can be 
rapidly installed. 
A further object of my invention is to provide brick 

veneer construction material that is light in weight and 
which can be easily transported. 
A still further object of my invention is to provide 

a brick veneer construction material which will create a 
realistic appearance of a» brick or masonry wall. 
A still further object of myv invention is to provide 

a brick veneer construction material whose mortar joints 
can be created in one continuous operation rather than 
a plurality of successive operations. 
A still further object of my invention is to provide 

a brick veneer construction material that will be pro 
tected from smearing by the mortar during the installation 
operation. 
A still further object of my invention is to provide 

a brick veneer co-nstruction material that is economical 
of manufacture, durable in use and reiined in appearance. 

These and other objects will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art. 
My invention consists in the construction, arrangement, 

and combination, of the various parts of the device, 
whereby the objects contemplated are attained as herein 
after more fully set forth, speciiically pointed out in my 
claims, and illustrated in the accompanying drawings, in 
which: 

FÍG. l is a perspective view of one specie of my de 
vice with portions of the brick slabs cut away to more 
fully show its construction; _ 

FlG. 2 is an end elevational view of another specie 
of my device which has been rolled up for carrying or 
transportation purposes; 

FIG. 3 is an elevational view of my device as it is 
being installed; 

FIG. 4 is a sectional view of my device taken on 
line 4~4 of FIG. 3; 

PEG. 5 is a perspective View of a particular specie of 
my device; and 

FIG. 6 is an enlarged, fragmentary perspective view oí 
my device wherein continuous wires are used. 

The numeral it! designates a sheet of ilexible corru 
gated cardboard which has its conventional webbing l2 
preferably disposed in a horizontal position. Sheet l@ 
should be impervious to moisture and this can be accom 
plished in any of the conventional coating or impregnat 
ing methods to which cardboard is usually subjected for 
such purposes. Sheet itl’ in FIG. l is rigid. 

Wire mesh lll» is secured to one side oi sheet 10 by a 
suitable adhesive lo. This same adhesive ltd can be 
used to secure a plurality of spaced apart brick slabs 18 
to the mesh le and the sheet it). As shown in FIGS. l, 
2 and 3, the elongated, thinly constructed slabs ELS are 
preferably disposed in a horizontal fashion with a uniform 
opening or void 2t) surrounding each parallel slab. Thus, 
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a stack bond can be created by the slabs i3 as shown in 
FIG 3. Each slab i8 has a plurality of vertical cores 
19 through which wires 2l can extend to interlace the 
slabs to mesh 14. A protective sheet 22 of paper or 
the like is secured to the outer face of slabs 13 by a suit 
able adhesive (not shown) which has no speciiic re 
quirements other than the ability to permit the sheets 22 
to be selectively removed from the slabs. 

Referring particularly to FlG. 6, portions of adjacent 
slabs 18 are shown in combination with the sheet l@ of 
cardboard to which the wire mesh la has been affixed by 
the adhesive 16 (FIG. 4). The slabs ttl are so arranged 
horizontally that the openings or voids 2d therebetween 
are uniform as described hereinbefore. Each slab 18 has 
a plurality of two or more or” the horizontally spaced, 
vertically disposed cores i9, and the extensions through 
each core ll9 and its vertically adjacent core l@ of the 
continuous wire 2l is clearly depicted. In between each 
vertically spaced pair of slabs lt», each wire 2ï. as it passes 
through the void 2d is threaded underneath a portion or 
strand of the wire mesh le so as to connect the slabs to 
the wire mesh lli at location above and below slabs i8. 
Thus a plurality of continuous wires 2l are passed 
through a plurality of parallel cores 39 in one slab 1S, 
and with each wire 2l passed through vertically adja 
cent and aligned cores l@ in slabs i8 above and below 
the one slab lâ, with each wire 21 interlaced with the 
wire mesh i4 inbetween each vertically adjacent slabs 
18. 
The numerals 24, ‘26 and 2S designate 2” x 4” wood 

studdings which are customarily used in wall construction. 
FIG. 4 shows nails 3&3 penetrating the cardboard sheet lll 
and wire mesh la at points in between brick slabs 1S to 
hold my device to the studding members. The numeral 
32 designates grout which has been used to fill voids 2d. 

FIG. 5 shows a particular specie of my device which 
also utilizes the cardboard sheet lo and wire mesh lll». 
But instead of adhering a plurality of individual brick 
slabs to the wire mesh and cardboard sheet, a larger tile 
34 is used. Tile 34 has the same substantial thickness as 
slabs i8. The outer tace of tile 3d is scored to create 
a plurality of parallel voids 36. The areas between voids 
36 are comparable to the shape and area of slabs 1S. 
Thus, the tile 3d presents an outer surface very similar to 
that created by brick slabs i8. As shown in FIG. 5, the 
individual tiles 34 are spaced apart a distance equal to 
the breadth of voids 3o. Reinforcing webs 3S and ¿it? 
can extend outwardly along the inner face of tile 3d for 
strengthening purposes. Web 38 extends in a vertical 
direction and webs ¿it? extend in a horizontal direction. 
ecause of the great strength these webs give my unit, I 

prefer that one or both of them be utilized. The tiles 3d 
are secured to wire mesh 1d and cardboard sheet lil by the 
adhesive lo. The portion of tile 3d between voids is 
also covered by sheets 22. 

I prefer that my device be fabricated in 4’0” x 8'0"’ 
sheets which would permit three 151/2” brick slabs to ex 
tend across sheet l@ in each course of brick. lVy device 
is satisfactory for use on both internal and external walls. 
My device is usually transported in rolls as shown in 

FIG. 2, and all elements of the product are intact except 
for the grout material 3?.. The rolls can easily be formed 
because of the ñexiblc nature of cardboard ld and wire 
mesh la. 

After studding members 24, 26 and 2S have been erected 
in conventional manner, my device is unrolled to form 
a substantial iiexible sheet. lts weight is greatly re 
duced because the brick slabs lâ (or tile 34) are relative 
ly light in weight. The spaces between the studding 
members are substantially equal to the horizontal lengths 
of either the slabs lâ or tile 34. Nails 3b are used to se 
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cure the cardboard sheet 10 and wire 14 to the studding 
in the manner described above. 

After my device has been nailed to the studding mem 
bers, grout 32 can be inserted into the voids 26 between 
slabs 13’ or into the voids 36 of tile 34. lf the tiles are 
being used, the voids between the spaced tiles are similar 
ly iilled. The insertion of the grout 32 into the various 
voids creates the necessary mortar joints and conceals the 
heads of nails 3d. After the grout 32 has been placed in 
the voids and has dried, the protective sheets 22 are manu 
ally pulled from the outer surfaces of slabs 16 or tile 3d, 
thus leaving the outer surfaces thereof completely free 
from grout. Ordinarily, acid and heavy scrubbing are 
required to clean a brick wall after it has been constructed 
by conventional methods. 

I have found that my invention Works very well even 
when used in combination with the rigid board 11i' shown 
in FIG. 1. It should be noted that a random bond could 
be used in the mounting of brick slabs 13 instead of the 
stack bond shown in the drawings. 

Thus, from the foregoing, it is seen that my invention 
will accomplish at least all of its statedy objectives. 
Some changes may be made in the construction and ar 

rangement of my brick veneer construction material With 
out departing from the real spirit and purpose of my 
invention, and it is my intention to cover by my claims, 
any modified forms of structure orV use of mechanical 
equivalents which may be reasonably included within 
their scope. 

i claim: 
l. ln a veneer construction material, a sheet member, 

a Wire mesh material secured to said sheet member, a 
plurality of brick slabs secured to said Wire mesh and 
said sheet member, said brick slabs being disposed on 
said Wire mesh and said sheet member in parallel courses, 
said slab members having parallel core openings extend 
ing therethrough in one direction, a f1rst continuous wire 
extending through the core opening in one of said brick 
slabs, and thence extending through a single core opening 
in a brick _slab in each of said courses, a plurality of con 
'tinuous 'Wires extending through other core openings in 
other brick slabs in the same manner as said first continu 
ous wire; each of said continuous Wires being interlaced 
with said wire mesh material at points intermediate said 
brick slabs. 

2. in a veneer construction material, a flexible sheet 
member having oppositely disposed outer surface areas, 
a iiexìble Wire mesh material secured to one outer sur 
face area of said sheet member and engaging only said 
one outer surface of said sheet member, said wire mesh 
being secured to said sheet member by an adhesive sub 
stance, a plurality of brick slabs secured to said Wire 
mesh and said sheet member, said brick slabs being dis 
posed on said wire mesh and said sheet member paral 
iel courses, said slab members having parallel core open 
ings extending therethrough in one direction, a ñrst con 
tlnuous flexible metal wire threadably loosely extending 
through the core opening in one of said brick slabs, and 
thence similarly extending through a single core opening 
in a brick slab in each of said courses, a plurality of 
_continuous wires extending through other core openings 
in other brick slabs in the same manner as said iirst con 
tinuous Wire; each of said continuous wires being inter 
iaced with said wire mesh material at points intermedi 
ate said brick slabs. 

3. In a veneer construction material, a flexible sheet 
member having oppositeiy disposed outer surface areas, 
.a flexible Wire mesh material secured to one outer sur 
face area of said sheet member and engaging only said 
one outer surface of said sheet member, said wire mesh 
being secured to said sheet member by an adhesive sub 
stance, a plurality of brick slabs secured to said Wire 
mesh and said sheet member, said brick slabs being dis` 
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posed on said wire mesh and said sheet member in paral 
lel courses, said slab members having parallel core open 
ings extending therethrough in one direction, a first con 
tinuous tlexible metal wire threadably loosely extending 
through the core opening in one of said brick slabs, and 
thence similarly extending through a single core opening 
in a brick slab in each of said courses, a plurality of con 
tinuous wires extending through other core openings in 
other brick slabs in the same manner as said ñrst con 
tinuous wire; each of said continuous wires being inter 
laced with said Wire mesh material at points intermediate 
said brick slabs; said slab members having voids there 
between capable of receiving a grout material. , 

4. In a veneer construction material, a tlexible sheet 
member having oppositely disposed outer surface areas, 
a flexible Wire mesh material secured to one outer sur 
face area of said sheet member and engaging only said 
one outer surface of said sheet member, said wire mesh 
being secured to said shee member by an adhesive sub 
stance, a plurality of brick slabs secured to said ’Wire 
mesh and said sheet member said brick slabs being dis 
posed on said wire mesh and said sheet member in paral 
lel courses, said slab members having parallel core open 
ings extending therethrough in one direction, a ñrst con 
tinuous flexible metal wire threadably loosely extending 
through the core opening in one of said brick slabs, and 
thence similarly extending through a single core opening 
in a brick slab in each of said courses, a plurality of 
continuous wires extending through other core openingsv 
in other brick slabs in the same manner as said first con 
tinuous Wire; each of said continuous wires being inter 
laced with said wire mesh material at points intermediate 
said brick slabs; and protecting sheet members detachably 
secured to the outer face of said slab members. 

5. ln a veneer construction material, a sheet member 
having oppositely disposed outer surface areas, a wire 
mesh material secured to one outer surface area of said 
sheet member and engaging only said one outer surface 
area of said sheet member, said wire mesh being secured 
to said sheet member by an adhesive substance, a plural 
ity ot brick slabs secured to said wire mesh and said 
sheet member, said brick slabs being disposed on said 
wire mesh and sheet member in parallel courses, said 
slab members having parallel core openings extending 
therethrough in one direction, a first continuous ilexible 
metal wire threadably loosely extending through the core 
opening in one of said brick slabs, and thence similarly 
extending through. a single core opening in a brick slab 
in each of said courses, a p‘rurality of continuous wires 
extending through other core openings in other brick 
slabs in the same manner as said first continuous Wire; 
each of said continuous wires being interlaced with said 
Wire mesh material at points intermediate said brick 
slabs. 
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